
thoughtfully coincides with what part of the season it is,
how far out from competition the team is, how intense
school schedules are, and whether or not the team is
experiencing illnesses or injuries.

      oach for outcomes
Athletics are so much more than the wins and the losses.
When building these practice plans never lose sight of the
health and wellness, life skills, academic success, and
team building you want your athletes to be competent in
by the end of the season. Be intentional from start to finish
of each practice, by tailoring every activity to reinforce
these non-athletic skills you want to see from your
athletes.

  
      reatively adapt when your plan does NOT go to plan
Season and practice plans are purely guides; they almost
always have to be adjusted along the way. Often athletes
will need more or less time in areas than you had planned
and that is totally ok! When this happens, it is important
for you and your coaching staff to know what the Priority
of The Day is so that you can make quick adjustments in
order to spend the bulk of your time on what matters most.
It is never fun to have to modify practice, but being
prepared to trim out the secondary and tertiary focus
areas will help your coaching staff and team stay on track
with the overall season plan.
Tip: Before starting practice, rank your focus areas from
highest to lowest importance. When needing to modify
practice, start first by trimming the time allocated to each
focus area. If  still crunched for time, begin to cut focus
areas completely.

As a coach, your athletes are trusting you with the
preparedness that can guide them to their big picture
goals. Showing your athletes that you expertly and
intentionally crafted curriculums and practice plans
centered around their success on and off the mat, will
increase participation, retention, and season success.
Follow the below ABCs to get started on Practice
Planning:

      lways come with a plan
Athletes today live in a world where technology can
immediately answer any questions they might have.
Because of this, they are eager to know the ‘why’ behind
the ‘how’ and more than ever they are expecting
intentionality behind the skills, strength, and conditioning
they are asked to do. 
Come  to  practice  prepared  for  them,  so  they  can  be
prepared  to  work  hard  for  you.

To ensure that each of your practices are meeting their full
potential, start first by building your Overall Season Plan
and then by building your Individual Practice Plans off of
it. Once you have finished your season plan, you can
begin Building your Practice Plans

      uilding Blocks of a Practice Plan
Although consistency in pre/post practice team building,
fundamental drills, and assessment challenges are crucial
to building athlete comfortability and evidence of
improvement, it is important to keep in mind that this
format is free flowing and does not always have to follow
this order. Be creative and play around with Sparring for
Warm Up, Review as Conditioning, and much more!

Additionally, it is imperative that the length, intensity, and
structure of each practice
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Mindsets are beliefs about ourselves and our most basic

qualities such as intelligence, talent, abilities, and

personality. Dr. Carol Dweck researched how such a mindset

may impact one’s desire to learn, resilience, and

achievements. Dr. Dweck coined the terms fixed and growth

mindset.  

In a fixed mindset, our most basic qualities are innate and

therefore our ability to hone skills and learn new ones are

limited.  Athletes with this mindset often lack motivation in

training, are scared to try new skills and therefore sustain a

handful of skills season after season and dislike critical

feedback and/or utilize excuses to explain under-

performing.  While this mindset can frustrate coaches, it’s

most detrimental impact can be seen in athletes with a fixed

mindset by limiting their potential growth.  

Adversely a growth mindset is based on the belief that our

basic qualities are things you can cultivate and strengthen

through effort. These athletes find learning and challenges

exciting, view failure as an opportunity to learn, and focus

on mastery instead of performance outcomes. Research has

shown individuals with a growth mindset have been found

to out-perform those with a fixed mindset.  

Here are some ways you may cultivate a growth mindset

within your club or organization:

1. Make goal setting a part of your practice. 
Ask each athlete and coach to share their goal to the group

before each session.  This is a reminder that we all must

continually strive to improve and create focus and purpose

as well as a system of accountability amongst the team. 

 After practice take a moment to reflect on what went well

and how we can use today as a learning block for tomorrow.

2. Build challenges into your everyday training that meet
each athlete at their skill and ability level.  Encourage
athletes to take risks and try something new instead of

remaining comfortable.  Training without mistakes or failure

does not facilitate growth.  Normalize “training ugly” by

accepting and taking ownership of mistakes and embracing

failure as a learning opportunity.

3.Recognize and celebrate positive attitude and effort. 
 Coaches can give verbal praise both in one on one and in

group settings to athlete(s) who try new things, persevere

through challenges, completing extra repetitions after

practice, or make improvements on a skill or drill. Coaches

can also encourage athletes to empower each other by

giving “shout outs” to each other after training.

4. Track and celebrate growth where possible.  
Instead of basing success and growth on wins, track the

controllables such as perfect attendance to practice,

increasing number of push-ups in a minute or even technical

skills.  You may use raw data to track some growth or use

video to show changes in skill or tactics. Seeing proof of

growth builds confidence and acts as positive reinforcement

for an athlete’s effort and attitude.Be a model for growth

mindset within your club or organization.  Share your own

goals for the season, be honest and take ownership when

you fail or make a poor decision, ask for and listen to their

feedback and be vulnerable by step outside of your own

comfort zone by trying something new or learning a new

skill.

5. Be a model for growth mindset within your club or
organization.  Share your own goals for the season, be

honest and take ownership when you fail or make a poor

decision, ask for and listen to their feedback and be

vulnerable by step outside of your own comfort zone by

trying something new or learning a new skill.
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Welcome back to the "Connection Corner!" We are excited to continue this week with new

strategies to strengthen the culture within your club and community. Over the next two weeks

we encourage you continue strengthening your team culture by:

1. Have your athletes team up to write a practice plan together  
2. Create a mentorship program connecting former, present, and youth wrestlers together

3. Set a calendar reminder for each athlete & staff members birthday
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REINFORCING SKILLS
Learning new skills takes time and repetition.  Finding ways to include additional practice of new skills

throughout your training session can help your athletes acquire new skills more quickly over time.  It 's

also a great way to shake up the monotony of practice by using a variety of games, drills, and exercises

throughout the season.  Below you 'll see some ideas on how to include this week 's technique of

penetration steps and lines of defense into a practice, but we encourage you and your athletes to come

up with new creative ideas as well!


